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Profoundly memorable..Igal Perry's choreography exploited his artists' attributes... [becoming an]

endless series of striking visuals that were an excellent fit for the music.

-Paula Durbin, The Washington Post

 
Their artistry, physicality and creativity are something to behold.

-Michael Uthoff, Dance St. Louis, Artistic &amp; Executive Director

 
Stunningly beautiful and powerful, yet accessible, too, dance aficionados as well as audience

members ‘experimenting’ in dance for the first time left clamoring for more.

-Marilyn Hassid, Assistant Executive Director

Evelyn Rubenstein Jewish Community Center of Houston

 
Practice does make Perfect” and truly “Transcends into Art" with choreographer extraordinaire Igal
Perry and his inspiring dance company.
-Linda Selman, Director of National Arts Club

 
Mr. Perry's choreography displays maturity. His devotion to his craft and his attention to music is

evident in Infinity that together created a sense of serenity, a nod to the divine.

-Darrell Wood, NYC Dance Stuff

 
Peridance Contemporary Dance Company is a wonderful group of strong, expressive, multi-faceted
dancers presenting powerful choreography in a unique voice.
-Karen Shapiro, Wet Paint Journal

 
Professional and passionate are two words I would use to describe Peridance. Peridance isn’t just a

dance troop, it’s an entire creative team dedicated to their craft and willing to work tirelessly for the

perfect show.

-Jenn Williams, Presenter at BIG Arts

 
It was very refreshing to see a dance company that represents many colors, shapes and

forms. To see dancers in varying body types and cultures is the essence of the diversity

in New York City and a poetic mirror of the community in which they live. It is important in today’s

day and age to embrace the beauty in our differences and I applaud Peridance as a company for

exemplifying this in such an honest form of art.

-Tal Ben-Oni, Agent at Streeters USA inc.
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